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SpamBully for IMAP is a comprehensive and approachable software utility whose purpose is to deflect spam messages based on your email habits. It lets you manage allowed and blocked email addresses, domains, and other aspects. Set up email accounts and your email habits At startup, you are greeted by a simple wizard that invites
you to set up your email account credentials, including incoming and outgoing mail server, port numbers, SSL, and account name. The app can be asked to remember your password and to log in using Secure Password Authentication (SPA), and you can add as many email accounts as you want. Once you log in, SpamBully for IMAP can

download all folders and it lets you rename the inbox, sent items, deleted items, and all mail message folders. In the following stage, the tool needs to be trained. It requests to learn your personal email habits to determine which messages are spam. You can indicate the folders containing good and spam messages, along with the names
you use when sending email. The default spam library can be used or excluded. Review information and adjust settings In the main application window you can study all messages, navigate the email folders, as well as edit a list with allowed and blocked addresses, ignored domains, blocked languages, and names you use for sending

messages. The software program lets you review the applied spam filters and message content (headers, text, HTML source), Bayesan rank, delivery geographical path, together with Whois info and various statistics, like top IP addresses, countries and domains. As far as app preferences are concerned, you can ask SpamBully to bounce
emails from known spammers, automatically populate the allow list with any addresses that pass the filter, disable fraudulent email detection, or hide the tray icon notification for good messages. You can switch to another GUI language, customize the filters, and so on. Evaluation and conclusion The app may take a long time to

download all your email account's folders, depending on their amount and size. It had minimal impact on PC performance in our tests, using low CPU and memory. Taking into account its rich and powerful features, SpamBully should meet the requirements of all users looking to successfully fight back spam messages. SpamBully for IMAP
is a comprehensive and approachable software utility whose purpose is to deflect spam messages based on your email habits. It lets you manage allowed and blocked email addresses, domains, and other aspects. Set up email accounts
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No Spam, No Need to Spam! You can decide which emails should go to your inbox and which are spam! Features: * You can block or allow any address *You can choose a spam folder to store and filter all the spam messages from that folder, *You can create rules to filter out email messages coming from a specific domain/IP address.
*You can set up a blocked domain list to catch phishing attempts.*You can use a personal spam database (via the database preference), to filter out known spammers.*You can use bad language list to catch attempts to hack your PC.*You can filter out known junk emails (i.e. Spam From ) *You can filter out known malicious websites (i.e.
Spam From *You can filter out messages of any size less than 100KB.*You can filter out messages containing the , , , , , , , , and tag in the subject line, *You can filter out messages containing specific words like , , , , , , , , in the message body.*You can set up rules to filter out spam from specific email addresses, even if the messages is

from a different folder.*You can filter out all email coming from IP address starting with 8.8.*You can set up a filter to delay the mail store so it never backs up.*You can hide the tray icon notification for good messages.*You can force SpamBully to store messages using a public email address from one of the mail providers. Keywords: Anti
spam, Spam filter, The biggest Star Trek fansite with thousands of spoiler discussions. Kirk, Spock, Kirk, Scotty, Picard, Spock, Guinan, McCoy, Kirk, Decker, Sulu, Daniels, Amanda, Tuvok, T'Pol, Troi, Braga, Nimoy, Spock, Scott, Uhura, Blalock, Kirk, Spock, Uhura, Sisko, Janeway, Montgomery, Spock, Sisko, Miles, Spock, Crusher, Geordi,

Troi, Kirk, Kirk, Kirk, Chekov, Kirk, Kirk, Kirk, Kirk, Sulu, Uhura, Kirk, Kirk, Kirk, Kirk 3a67dffeec
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SpamBully for IMAP is a comprehensive and approachable software utility whose purpose is to deflect spam messages based on your email habits. It lets you manage allowed and blocked email addresses, domains, and other aspects. Set up email accounts and your email habits At startup, you are greeted by a simple wizard that invites
you to set up your email account credentials, including incoming and outgoing mail server, port numbers, SSL, and account name. The app can be asked to remember your password and to log in using Secure Password Authentication (SPA), and you can add as many email accounts as you want. Once you log in, SpamBully for IMAP can
download all folders and it lets you rename the inbox, sent items, deleted items, and all mail message folders. In the following stage, the tool needs to be trained. It requests to learn your personal email habits to determine which messages are spam. You can indicate the folders containing good and spam messages, along with the names
you use when sending email. The default spam library can be used or excluded. Review information and adjust settings In the main application window you can study all messages, navigate the email folders, as well as edit a list with allowed and blocked addresses, ignored domains, blocked languages, and names you use for sending
messages. The software program lets you review the applied spam filters and message content (headers, text, HTML source), Bayesan rank, delivery geographical path, together with Whois info and various statistics, like top IP addresses, countries and domains. As far as app preferences are concerned, you can ask SpamBully to bounce
emails from known spammers, automatically populate the allow list with any addresses that pass the filter, disable fraudulent email detection, or hide the tray icon notification for good messages. You can switch to another GUI language, customize the filters, and so on. Evaluation and conclusion The app may take a long time to
download all your email account's folders, depending on their amount and size. It had minimal impact on PC performance in our tests, using low CPU and memory. Taking into account its rich and powerful features, SpamBully should meet the requirements of all users looking to successfully fight back spam messages. SpamBully for IMAP
Screenshot: SpamBully is an all-in-one email anti-spam utility, aimed at all email users. With SpamBully, all in a one package. Sp

What's New in the?

The leading software for email security, SpamBully is more than just a spam filter. The software for email filtering is one of those must-have tools that every email security user must have. SpamBully is our all-in-one solution for email account management. It has all the essential features you need to manage your email account from one
place, while giving you a spam-free email inbox and a faster email experience. We also offer a free 30-day trial of SpamBully, so you can test drive the feature-packed software. If you are serious about safeguarding your email account from spam, try SpamBully! SpamBully solves the following problems with email - Kills spam in the inbox.
- Killing spam in email sent from your address. - Discards junk email from your inbox and sent mail. - Provides a safe spam-free inbox. - Gets rid of annoying email and delivers only email from a verified email provider. - Removes junk email from your registered email providers. - Proactively cleans out the daily inbox and sent mail. -
Reduces mailbox size. - Stops your spam trap from being flooded by unwanted emails. - Stops spam from being delivered to your corporate email account. - Inlines spam and sending less emails. - Identifies spam and viruses before they get delivered to your corporate email account. - Excludes spam sites from being blocked from
entering your corporate email account. - Removes domains from the blocked list. - Protects your email from attacks and offers email protection from malware. - Provides privacy protection to your email contacts. - Blocks phishing attempts. - Lets you block spammers from sending emails from your email address. SpamBully is easy to use.
Just add your email, wait a few seconds, and you are good to go. To experience the power of SpamBully, download the free trial now! Key Features: - The leading software for email security and email filtering. - Highly effective spam filtering. - Online malware detection. - Provides a safe spam-free inbox. - Fights spam and delivers only
email from a verified email provider. - Protects your email from attacks. - Builds an allow list of email domains and addresses. - Simultaneously delivers messages to multiple email addresses. - Blocking sent emails from spammers. - Provides secure log
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System Requirements:

PC Minimum Requirements: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32-bit or 64-bit editions of all Windows releases) Processor: Intel Core i3 2.3 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 3.4 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 460 / AMD HD 7850 DirectX: Version 11 Hard Drive: 1 GB available space Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card or onboard
sound card Additional Notes: DirectX is required. The game will not run
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